ABSTRACT. A mean oscillation characterization, valid for all a > 0, of the spaces ¿o of Bessel potentials of Lp functions is given and is used to relate the known characterizations for 0 < a < 2 via Marcinkiewicz integrals, due to E. M. Stein, and via vector-valued means of differences, due to R. S. Strichartz.
Introduction.
The Bessel potential of order a, a > 0, of a smooth function g is defined as Jag -Ka * g, where (Kano = (i+^2m2ra/2-The kernel Ka can be shown to be integrable and, for 1 < p < co, the potential spaces ¿P, introduced by Aronszajn and Smith and by Calderón, are then the spaces of Bessel potentials of order a of LP functions: that is, U>a = {Jag:g^V}.
With the norm || Jag\\p,a = ||<7||P> ¿q becomes a Banach space.
This paper is concerned with the question of when a given function / is the Bessel potential of an Lp function. An obviously necessary condition is that / be in Lp, and Stein proved [7] , for 0 < a < 2 and 2n/n + 2a < p < co, that an Lp function / belongs to L\\ if and only if its Marcinkiewicz integral Daf(x)=^JRJA^f(x)\2\y\ 1/2 -2a-ndy is in Lp and, furthermore, ||/||P,Q ~ ||/||p + ||-DQ/||P (by A ~ B we mean there is a constant C independent of A or B such that C~lA < B < CA; also, Ayf(x) = f(x + y)-f(x)).
With p now such that 1 < p < co, the following characterization of Bessel potentials for the same range of a is due to Strichartz [9] . Let [a] denote the integral part of a. THEOREM 1. Let 0 < a < 2 and 1 < p < co. An V function f belongs to Lva if and only if the function saf(x)= \j™ (t-a j JAli+Vt*)!*/) r\dt belongs to Lp. Furthermore, ||/||p,Q ~ ||/||P + ||Sa/||P-This result was extended by Bagby [1] to the range 0 < a < n.
We will show here how Bessel potentials of LP functions, 1 < p < co, can be characterized for a general a > 0. This will be done by means of a mixed norm estimate of the approximation of these functions by polynomials.
To be more precise, let / be a locally integrable function and Q a cube in Rn. We denote by Pqf the unique polynomial of degree k such that L (f(y)-PC}f(y))y1dy = o Q for each n-tuple 7 = (71,..., 7n) € N" such that I7I = 71 + • • • + fn < k (for instance, if k = 0, Pqf is just the mean /q = ¡Q]"1 fQ /). We will write Pqf or even Pq if there is no chance of confusion. Then, for x £ R" and t > 0, we define n)(x, t) = nf(x, t) = sup jlQr1 J \f -Pr)f\ : x € Q, \Q\ = tn J .
The main result of this paper is THEOREM 2. Let a > 0 and f e LP, 1 < p < 00. Then f e LPa if and only if the function
The paper is organized as follows: §2 contains the proof of Theorem 2 when 0 < a < 1; in view of Strichartz's theorem, we will prove that Gaf £ LP if and only if Saf G LP. In §3 we deal with the case a > 0, a nonintegral, by reducing it to that of §2. Complex interpolation is then used in §4 to deal with the remaining case a > 0, a integral. Finally, §5 contains the relationship between Gaf and the Marcinkiewicz integral Daf, and some further results.
2. The case 0 < a < 1. We begin with some remarks about the polynomials Pq. Let / be a locally integrable function. An easy homogeneity argument gives [6] (1) esssuplP^/I^CIQr1 f \f\, Q JQ for any cube Q and k > 0, and where C does not depend on Q or / (throughout the paper C will denote any absolute constant independent of the particular functions, points or sets considered). As a consequence, for any n-tuple 7 G Nn, we have for the 7-derivatives of Pq (see [3, 4] )
JQ
It also follows from (1) that, since Pq(f + R) = Pqf + R for any polynomial R of degree < k, The cube with centre x and side length t will be denoted by Qx,t-From (4) we obtain (5) a*f(x,t)<ct-«f \f-pQx,3t\, and therefore, if t < s < 2t, nkf(x,t) < Cfi)(x,s) < Cükf(x,2t). In particular, the series
is comparable to C7Q, and we can also use balls instead of cubes to define fi/ and
Gaf. We have now depending on f, such that if
Gaf G LP. Furthermore, ||Ga/||p ~ ||Ga/||p. The polynomial Px will be a.e. the Taylor polynomial of f.
PROOF. The inequality Gaf < CGaf is an immediate consequence of (5) In addition, we have
with M the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Therefore, as t goes to 0, the functions a1(x,t) form a Cauchy sequence of LP functions. We denote its LP limit by /-p which will also be a.e. the pointwise limit of some subsequence a1(x,tj). Hence, for a.e. x
and, in particular, \\fjp < ||/7 -a-,(-, l)||p + ||a-,(-, l)||p < C(\\Gaf\\p + ||/||P).
If we now define Px(y) -Z)|-y|<fc f~t(x)(y ~ XVll^ we obtain / \f-Px\dy<( \f-PQl,t\dy + C £ \a^(x,t) -f^t
Assuming that k = [a] < a, Hardy's inequality implies
Gaf(x) < CGaf(x) for a.e. x <E R".
In particular, since ar>(x, t) = /qx, tends to f(x) a.e., it follows that for 0 < a < lj Gaf(x) = Saf(x) a.e., and Theorem 2 is proved in this case.
3. The case a > 0, a nonintegral.
The following is a well-known result in the theory of potential spaces (see, for instance [8, p. 136] To finish Theorem 5 we will prove LEMMA 3. Let f be an Lp function such that Gaf G Lp, a > 1. Then Ga-if G Lpand\\Ga-if\\P<C(\\Gaf\\P + \\f\\P).
PROOF. Let k = [a]. We will follow the lines of the proofs of similar facts in [3] or [6] (see also [4] ). Therefore, inserting this estimate in (9), we obtain nkf-\x,t) < c(n)(x,t) + tk f°°nkf(x,s)s-k-1 ds). Now Hardy's inequality gives
<g(/ (ran)(x,t))2rldt\ +CMf(x), and the lemma follows.
Theorems 4 and 5 imply that, if the Theorem 2 holds for a given a, it also holds for a + 1. Therefore, the already proved case 0 < a < 1 implies that Theorem 2 is true for all a > 0, a nonintegral, and that if we can prove it for a = 1, it will hold for a integral as well. We do this in the following section.
The case a integral.
Let / be a locally integrable function and fix an integer k and a cube Q with side length t > 0. For any y G Q and any cube Q' such that y G Q' C Q, let Q' = Q0 c Q\ C ■ ■ ■ C Qm = Q be a sequence of cubes such that \Qi\ = 2n\Qi-1\. By (1) and (4) The following theorem tells us when this can be done.
THEOREM 6. Let a > 0 and f be an LP function, 1 < p < co, such that GafGLP. Then (i) if 1 < p < 2 and a < n/p, the function Ga,rf obtained by replacing fi/ with iïf r in the definition of Gaf is also in LP for r < pn/n -pa; if a > n/p, Ga co € LP;
(ii) if 2 < p < co and a < n/2, Ga,rf G LP for r < 2n/n -2a; if a > n/2, Ga,oof G LP. J (rQMg(n/(.,í))(x))2r1díj
and the estimate ||GQir/||p < G||GQ/||P follows from the Fefferman-Stein theorem. The same proof works for the case a < n/2 of (ii): taking r < 2n/n -2a allows us to choose q < 2, and to apply the Fefferman-Stein theorem again. If p < 2 and a > n/p, fix ß and q such that a > ß > n/q > n/p. From (11) we deduce for a.e. y G Q \f(y)-PQ{y)\<C j\ß-n/*s-ß(j Qf(z,s)"dt\ s-1 da (12) < Ctß~n'q Í s-ß(f üj(z, s)q dz\ s"1 ds <Ctß ( s-ßMqüj(-,s)(x)s-lds Jo and the inequality ||GQi0o/||P < G||GQ/||P follows as before. The same argument works for the case a > n/2 of (ii). Since the estimate ||GQ/||P < G||Ga,r/||p is obvious, Theorem 6 is proved.
As a consequence, Gaaf characterizes ££ for p > 2n/n + 2a and, since Daf G a,2f, so does DafFinally, the characterization of potential spaces in terms of the function GQ provides easy proofs of the well-known imbeddings LvaG L%, 1/p -a/n = 1/q -ß/n, and can be used to show that, for a > n/p, Lpa is an algebra under multiplication. Also, Besov spaces BP;q of Lp functions (see [8] for the definitions) can be characterized by the finiteness of the expression a:
\t-«\\nY{-,t)\\pYt-ldt\ Combining this with Theorem 2, easy proofs of the imbeddings Ba'p C Lva C B%2, 1 < p < 2, Bp'2 C Lp C Bp>p, 2 < p < co and Bp'°° C LpQ_e for all e > 0 follow.
